
 

 

Who am I? 

  

CELINA - 18 years old, long dark blond hair, tall 

and slender, heart-shaped face. Can transform into 

other people or create other people. 

TESSA - a form Celina has chosen. Curvy, dark-

haired girl, with almond-shaped eyes. Spontaneous 

and fiery. 

MAX - another form created by Celina. Black short 

hair, cool and casual 

FYNN - 19 years old, tall, broad-shouldered, 

blonde 

STEPHAN - brother of Celina, dark blonde short 

hair. 

  

  

Celina's room - in the evening 

  

CELINA lies on the bed and gets a message from her 

friend FYNN. 

  

FYNN (WhatsApp) Cinema tomorrow 7:30 pm? Let me 

know if you change your mind! LOVE Fynn 

  

CELINA (Groans and bumps mobile phone on her head 

and shouts at the camera) How in the world do I 

get out of this situation? 

  

(Talks to the Camera) 

Instead of just being honest with the guy I've 

fallen in love with, it's more complicated than 

ever to bring together the three people I've 

created especially for him. That sounds 

complicated, you think? 

Well, it is. 

My name is Celina. 

I am a shapeshifter and can transform myself into 

any human form I want. 

It lies with us in the family, since … always. 



 

 

The problem is that nobody is allowed to talk 

about it. Yes, there are whole books filled with 

rules for our kind. (Shows at books on her shelf) 

And of course, I abide by the iron law of my 

family. 

  

But now it has become difficult to keep my secret 

because I want to be honest … so much. 

In my eighteen years as a shapeshifter, I've done 

a lot of nonsense. 

Do not judge me. You would have done the same. 

 

  

Flashback 

 You see Celina transforming into another person 

and she watches her brother STEPHAN slip away and 

she follows him, seeing him with a girl kissing. 

  

CELINA - spying on others - check! 

  

CELINA transforms into her MOTHER and makes 

STEPHAN clean the kitchen until the real MOTHER 

suddenly comes in and STEPHAN realizes that he's 

been pranked by his sister. He chases after 

CELINA, who looks terrified that she got caught. 

  

CELINA – Prank your brother to do your duties - 

check! 

  

A younger CELINA is at the box office and wants to 

watch a horror movie, but is sent away by the 

cashier because she is not old enough and then she 

turns into an older woman and goes to the cinema 

without any problems and screams during the entire 

movie. 

  

CELINA – Taking advantage of age - check! 

  

CELINA transforms into a teacher and looks in his 

pocket for the exam sheets. 



 

 

  

CELINA – Getting a look at the next exam sheets, 

because you've taken on the look of the teacher - 

check! 

  

CELINA - I always got away with it, because who 

should tell on me? 

None! Because nobody knows that I can take other 

forms. At least not the people around me.  

And our family would never say anything because 

they want us to let off steam and work on our 

skills. I'm perfect in what I do. 

In our city, there are three family of 

shapeshifters and all are related to me. 

  

(Family reunions show children turning around and 

being silly, adults laughing) 

  

It used to never bother me that I'm only dealing 

with family members. Until one year ago. 

Everything changed. 

Because I fell in love. 

Everything started with this realization and now 

it`a disaster. 

On a rainy day, in February exactly six months 

ago, I got to know him. Fynn! 

  

  

  

  

Flashback - rainy day February 

 FYNN is on the street and tries to shake the cold 

and he wants to enter a shop and smashes into 

CELINA. A little later they laugh and talk to each 

other in a coffee shop. 

  

CELINA  – He is a tall, broad-shouldered and so 

heart-loving guy, and not at all related to me. 

We understood each other right from the start. 



 

 

It was the first time that I felt attracted to 

someone and I was quite unsure if he felt the same 

way. I was plagued by self-doubt. 

 And so, two weeks after getting to know me, I 

created "Max," who made an eager acquaintance with 

Fynn. 

  

  

Flashback Street - two weeks later 

 MAX runs near FYNN. Later they stretch their legs 

on a bench and laugh because they collide with 

their heads. They later talk easily and sit on the 

bench. 

  

rs 

CELINA - As you can safely imagine, Max has sprung 

from my DNA and, in principle, it's only me in a 

different shell. But Fynn does not know that. He 

made friends with Max and quickly became his best 

friend. You have heard right. I had charmed him 

twice. 

Why did I do something sooo stupid? 

Oh yes, out of self-doubt. If you think that my 

self-doubts have stopped with Max, then you are 

wrong. And now there is one more to the mix. 

Tessa. 

(sighs heavily) 

I just wanted to find out if Fynn was interested 

in other girls, and what can I say? He was 

interested. 

So now there are three of us: Celina, Max, and 

Tessa. 

  

Flashback Music shop - three weeks later 

TESSA reaches for a CD at the same time FYNN does 

and their eyes meet and they laugh and TESSA 

shakes her curls and says something and FYNN 

laughs again. Later they listen to music in the 

music shop. 

  



 

 

CELINA (groans) I am now trying as hard as 

possible to coordinate everything. It`s not so 

easy. Fynn wants so much that his best friend Max 

meets the two girls that he, Fynn, is so enamored 

with. 

He apparently cannot decide between the two of 

them. 

  

Max is not much help to him, because of course, he 

wants Fynn to take Celina. 

And Tessa really wants it too. Of course! 

Only Fynn is absolutely undecided. 

And here I come back to my question: why, the 

heavens, have I done that? 

I have been thinking nonstop about how to get rid 

of the two troublemakers I had created. 

A sudden move? 

Death? 

Both? 

My pocket money is spent on the fees of the three 

mobile phones, which I got myself. You laugh, but 

they are important. 

The good thing about shapeshifting is that I can 

embody the characters that I create with all the 

clothes. 

Luckily! 

But the cell phones are a necessary evil. How else 

do I tell Fynn that  I`m not available today? I 

needed three numbers for the three people I 

created. 

And the next burdensome point in my plan was that 

I can't meet Fynn at my house. Like ever. 

I can hardly let all three live here with us, can 

I? 

So we meet up in neutral places. But Fynn is 

getting more and more frustrated. I noticed it. He 

becomes impatient and wants to introduce "us" to 

his family. A huge problem, because what do I do 

if he invites all three of us to his birthday 



 

 

party next month? I do not even want to think 

about it. 

  

(CELINA is staring at her "Max Handy", which just 

received a new WhatsApp message) 

  

FYNN (WhatsApp) I invited Celina to the cinema 

tomorrow. Would be nice if you would come ... I 

need your advice. CU Fynn 

  

CELINA - Why? Why? Why? 

  

I cannot stand my two DNA clones anymore. 

I hate them. Especially Tessa. Tessa always says 

the right thing. And Max is just super cool. 

I, on the other hand, am really shy. 

We three are completely different and yet one 

person. Can you believe that? If someone says that 

you change your character when you transform 

yourself, then that's actually true. 

  

(A new WhatsApp message comes in and CELINA stares 

at the screen, groaning) 

FYNN (WhatsApp) - Max! Please! 

CELINA - I would like to write: Max can never meet 

with Celina because I cannot embody two people at 

the same time. 

Of course, I can't do that, 

And so the whole story  continues to drag on 

because Fynn seems unable to make a decision 

between Tessa and Celina without his friend Max. 

My life is sooo crazy. 

  

(CELINA writes) 

  

MAX (WhatsApp) Must go to my grandma tomorrow. 

Sorry! 

  



 

 

CELINA (sighs) Yeah, I'm not nice. I know. I told 

FYNN Max grandmother is dying, and now I take that 

always like an excuse. What else should I do? 

Fynn is understanding, but I think slowly it gets 

too much for him. 

  

("Max Handy" rings "Pokerface by Lady Gaga", the 

Glee version. CELINA turns into Max and answers 

the phone) 

  

MAX - Hi! 

  

FYNN - Max? Hey, it's me, Fynn 

  

MAX - Who else? I have you on my display! 

  

FYNN - You cannot let me down again, Max. 

The cinema is in the evening. I want you to take a 

look at these girls. I know it sounds stupid, but 

they make me crazy! 

  

MAX (annoyed) - Is not one chick like the other 

  

FYNN – No ... I can't explain it.   I'm attracted 

to both. I've already thought about finally 

kissing both. Maybe one kisses so badly that I 

have one less decision. But it would be best if 

you come. 

 

MAX - What should I do? Take one of them? 

 

FYNN (shouts) No, no!!! 

I just thought you could help me with your 

opinion. (Sighs) You know, both are wonderful. 

 

MAX (approving) - You're a pretty serious 

heartbreaker, you know that? 

 

FYNN (sighs) - You know I did not want that. In 

the beginning, there was only Celina, but when I 



 

 

met Tessa, it just happened. And now I can't get 

them both out of my head. I do not know, the two 

complement each other so well. Sometimes I think a 

mix of them would be ideal. 

 

MAX (shouts a little bit angry) Do you want to 

meet more women now? 

 

FYNN - No, are you crazy? All I'm saying is that I 

cannot decide between them because they're so 

different. 

 

MAX - That sounds complicated. 

 

FYNN - It is, and that's why I need your friendly 

advice. 

 

MAX - Then take the one who makes you laugh 

 

FYNN - They both make me laugh but in different 

ways. Celina has an open and warm tone, and I feel 

comfortable with her. She laughs with me and we 

have the same taste. Tessa, on the other hand, is 

really rude and self-confident sometimes. She sees 

things differently and surprises me again and 

again. With her, I discover my humor new. 

 

MAX - Sounds like you have fun with both of them. 

 

FYNN (desperate) - Do you understand what I mean 

now? 

 

MAX - Yeah, but how can I help you? 

 

FYNN - You could, for example, wash my head 

properly and give me new impulses. 

 

MAX - I do not know how 

 



 

 

FYNN (begs) - Oh, come on, you know everything 

else. At least look at Celina 

 

MAX - And then? 

 

FYNN - Tomorrow, you will look at Tessa 

 

MAX - So I should take a look at both of them and 

maybe even make the decision for you, huh? 

 

FYNN - No, but tell me who impressed you more. 

 

MAX - That sounds sick 

 

FYNN (depressed) - I know! 

 

MAX - Is it really that bad? 

 

FYNN (whispers) - Yes. I think I fell in love with 

both 

 

MAX - love? You talk about love??? 

 

FYNN - Hey, do not yell like that! Yes, I think I 

love them both, but I do not want one of them to 

suffer just because I'm so stupid. 

  

MAX (sighs) - I cannot help you here, man, you 

just have to go through it. Besides, my grandma is 

getting worse. So I cannot come. 

 

FYNN - Oh, I'm sorry, I did not know that. Well, 

then I understand, of course. I think I'll just 

kiss Celina today! 

 

MAX (nervous) Tell me what it was like. 

 

FYNN - I do. By the way, I have something 

important to tell you, but that has time. Hold on 

and do not take this with your grandma so hard 



 

 

 

MAX - Yes, thank you. Ciao, man 

  

MAX Turns back to CELINA 

  

CELINA (talks to herself)  - How should I survive 

tomorrow? 

At least I know now that he is in love. He has 

never said that! A crush yes, but love! This is 

something completely new. And it's exactly this 

feeling that has changed everything in my life, 

too. So I can understand him well. But why Tessa? 

Damn it! 

How can I finally send that stupid cow into the 

desert? 

The cart is already too deep in the dirt. 

I cannot go and say: I'm a shapeshifter. 

I wanted to test you and then it somehow got 

crazy. Oops! 

No! 

Besides, I'm not allowed to talk about my ability, 

and if I do, then Fynn will probably hate me. 

I am so doomed. 

  

Bedroom – night/morning 

 CELINA has nightmares where she accidentally 

turns into twenty different women. 

Fynn loves them all , and then CELINA explains 

herself and Fynn puts an end to their friendship 

and dumps her. CELINA wakes up in shock. 

  

CELINA (shouts) – NOoooo 

  

 "Tessa Handy" (Loser from Beck) got a message. 

  

FYNN (WhatsApp) Good morning! I`m seeing forward 

to our date! I burned the CD you wanted LOVE Fynn 

  

CELINA (looks ready to kill and then her eyes go 

wide) Oh man, I'm actually jealous of myself. 



 

 

  

  

Street - later 

 CELINA's brother STEPHAN is getting into his car 

and CELINA refuses the offer from him. She then 

drives into the park and sits down on a bench and 

listens to music, a little later FYNN surprises 

her and kisses her. 

  

STEPHAN - Should I take you somewhere? 

 

CELINA - Nope, I need fresh air. I'm riding my 

bicycle. I also borrowed your new CD, which is 

really good 

 

STEPHAN - My Omnia CD? 

 

CELINA - Yes 

 

STEPHAN - They are really awesome. Have fun! (gets 

in the car and drives off) 

  

CELINA - Ditto 

 

(Gets on her purple bike and picks up the earplugs 

and starts cycling. 

Comes to the park and sits down on the bench) 

CELINA - This is my bench  because I scratched my 

name on the bottom. 

I always sit on this bench. 

It`s ancient and has certainly seen more beautiful 

times, but somehow this very state is what gives 

me a sense of security. I cannot explain. ME and 

this bench, we are like an old couple. (laughs) 

(CELINA listens to the music and closes her eyes. 

Music: Omnia: Alive) 

  

FYNN - (takes the earplugs out and scares CELINA) 

Hello, I did not mean to scare you 

  



 

 

CELINA - All right, I was just so absorbed in the 

music 

 

FYNN - I saw you cycling and followed you. You 

looked so happy. As if you had discovered 

something very special 

  

CELINA - Yes, I have indeed found something great 

 

(CELINA hands him an earplug and they both listen. 

FYNN looks surprised, gets iPod out of his pocket 

and points to the title. Omnia: Alive) 

 

CELINA - Man, that's what you call a coincidence! 

  

FYNN - Or fate 

  

(Fynn Elans in and kisses Celina passionately) 

  

CELINA – Wow 

  

FYNN - Indeed. I should have done that much 

sooner! 

  

  

On the way back - later 

 FYNN contacts TESSA. Celina is happy about that. 

CELINA turns into TESSA and goes to the fast food 

restaurant and FYNN kisses TESSA and then suddenly 

runs away. Celina is confused. 

  

FYNN (Whatsapp) - Must see you immediately. How 

about McDonald's? In half an hour? LG Fynn 

  

CELINA (reads the text laughing) - Bye bye TESSA 

  

(Fynn sits on a stool waiting for Tessa. TESSA 

walks confidently and sits across from FYNN) 

  

TESSA - What's so important? 



 

 

  

FYNN - Sit down first 

  

You know, Tess, I really like you ... 

  

TESSA (cool) - Well, what's next? 

  

FYNN (fibbles nervously) - I just cannot do that 

(FyNN bends over to TESSA and kisses her 

passionately, then looks at her shocked and runs 

away. TESSA looks confused until the MAX cell 

phone rings. She looks around carefully, then 

shapeshifts into MAX) 

  

FYNN (panic in his voice) - Max? 

  

MAX (confused) - Yeah, who else? 

  

FYNN - I kissed both. Oh man, I'm totally 

confused. 

  

MAX - And? Who was better? 

  

FYNN (exhales loudly) - You will not believe me 

... Oh, Max, I wish you were here now, I 

desperately need someone to talk to, otherwise, 

I'll go crazy 

  

MAX (confused) - I could come by for an hour or 

two, but then I would have to go back 

  

FYNN - Really? 

  

MAX - YES, we are friends after all and you need 

me 

  

FYNN - MAN, you do not know what it means to me 

  

MAX - See you soon 

  



 

 

  

Home of Fynn - a little later 

 FYNN welcomes MAX relieved and a little tousled 

looking. 

  

FYNN - Hey, Max, that's what I call pronto 

  

MAX - You sounded so desperate 

  

FYNN - I kissed Celina and then I wanted to say 

goodbye to Tessa. And then... 

I kissed Tessa. 

  

MAX - Yeah, that's what you said on the phone. Was 

it that bad? 

  

FYNN - No, it was really  good 

  

MAX - Oh! Tessa's kiss? 

  

FYNN - No, both ... it was confusing because I 

could swear that Tessa feels the same as Celina. I 

know that sounds crazy, but I had the same feeling 

when I kissed Tessa. I thought of Celina's kiss 

and was suddenly so confused that I just ran away. 

  

MAX - Huh? 

  

FYNN - You see, it sounds stupid, right? 

  

MAX - Yeah ... um ... somehow… 

Certainly, there is a logical explanation for this 

 

CELINA (thinks) Shit, what logical explanation 

should I serve? I cannot think of anything. My 

head is blank, like the canvas in my room. 

  

FYNN - You once said you believe in these legends 

in the fantasy movies, do you? 

  



 

 

MAX (nods) 

  

FYNN - Good. It's really hard for me, but I want 

you to know something about me 

 

MAX - And that would be? 

 

 (Fynn hesitates) 

  

MAX - Hey, you can tell me everything, believe me! 

  

FYNN (whispers) I know. 

  

(he exhales and shouts) 

  

I am not a human 

I look like a human and I have human needs, but I 

am not human. 

I am a werewolf!  

(MAX looks shocked and FYNN adds hastily) 

I‘m not dangerous...I do not bite anyone and I'm 

only active on a  full moon. So you do not have to 

be afraid. 

  

MAX (calmly) I'm not afraid of you! 

But honestly, what does all this have to do with 

Tessa and Celina? 

  

FYNN – Wow, you take this really good, man. I`m so 

glad.  Well to answer your question.  I have very 

good taste buds, and when I kissed Tessa today, I 

suddenly had Celina's taste in my mouth. And then 

it all made sense. The two are one and the same 

person. 

At first, I was shocked, but then I wondered what 

I would have done to make sure someone liked me. 

I think Celina invented Tessa to test me. But now 

that I've kissed Tessa, she's probably going to be 

very disappointed with me. 



 

 

Maybe she's done with me now for good . I honestly 

do not know what to do. Max, it kills me to think 

that I messed it all up. 

I thought, as a friend, I could tell you my 

secret. I trust you. 

  

CELINA - Shit he will so hate me 

  

(MAX makes a face and stands  shakily) 

  

FYNN - What should I do? I mean, because of Celina 

  

MAX (asks nervously) - You're not mad because she 

lied and tested you? 

  

FYNN – Of course not! My family has as much of a 

secret as hers does.  I imagine she cannot talk 

about her abilities either. But I hate this 

secrecy. I mean, everyone needs an ally, right? 

  

MAX - Yes, everybody needs that. And you really 

are not mad at Celina? Not one little bit? 

  

FYNN - No, why should I? I should have noticed it 

much sooner. After all, I am a werewolf. 

Now I know why I was so attracted to Tessa. 

Because she was also Celina. Same smell. 

I love her, and now I totally ruined it. She will 

hate me now. 

 

MAX - But you could not know it. Maybe she's 

blaming herself right now, too 

  

FYNN (puzzled) - Why should she? 

  

MAX (explains carefully) - Well ... um ... because 

she was so terribly insecure and invented people 

  

FYNN - You mean she invented Tessa to see if I'm 

honest with her! 



 

 

  

MAX (sighs) - Maybe she created more people than 

just Tessa 

  

FYNN - What do you mean? 

  

(they both stare at each other) 

  

Celina (thinks) - I can almost see how it rattles 

in his brain 

  

FYNN (eyes narrow) Are you saying that she may 

have invented a third person? A good friend maybe? 

  

(FYNN takes a step closer, his gaze still fixed on 

MAX. MAX takes a step back, but FYNN follows) 

  

FYNN (grimaces) - Damn! 

  

CELINA (thinks) He knows. And now he hates me. 

 I'm so sorry. I am soooooo sorry. 

  

FYNN (grimaces and exhales loudly) - I cannot kiss 

a guy! It really stops there! 

(he grins and laughs out loud)  

Come on, you can imagine that I've gathered it 

 (he sniffs MAX) 

 Why the hell did not I notice that before? You 

three have such a good smell because it is the 

same. 

Hey, what are you waiting for, Celina? I want to 

see you! Only you! 

 (CELINA shapeshifts) 

 FYNN (eyes go round) Wow, that's awesome!(Takes a 

step closer until they are only inches apart. FYNN 

whispers 

 in CELINA's ear)  

Do you know how attractive I find you, no matter 

which body you prefer? 

  



 

 

CELINA - Does that mean you really are not mad at 

me? 

  

FYNN (shakes his head) No, I'm not mad. I 

understand your self-doubt because I too had to 

struggle for a long time to tell you the truth. 

And if Max had not given me security, maybe I 

would not have done it. I've never had a buddy 

like him... 

  

CELINA - You still do not have that 

  

FYNN –Oh,  I have ... and much more. I now have a 

buddy, an ally, and a very hot girlfriend who 

accepts me as I am. Unless you have a problem with 

me being a werewolf 

 

CELINA - I like you since the first day I saw you 

 

FYNN (grins) If you had not created these two, I 

would have told you exactly the same thing. I was 

on fire right away, even if you confused me with 

Max and Tessa. At some point, I had the feeling 

that I could not live without you three. Now I'm 

honestly glad that I can limit myself to one 

person because three are really too exhausting for 

me. 

  

CELINA - I know exactly what you mean 

  

(THEY both look at each other and then they kiss 

....inside each of them they hear a VOICE) 

  

CELINA (inner voice) – Mine 

  

FYNN (inner voice) – Mine 

  

FYNN (whispers) - This is only the beginning, you 

know  

  



 

 

CELINA - YOU have no idea 

  

Then they kiss again ... 

 

 The end - for now ;) 


